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ABSTRACT
We present 1 resolution fast ultraviolet spectroscopy of YY Dra, coordinated U, B, V , R, and IA
photometry, and Ha spectroscopy. The UV continuum is strongly pulsed : we found 16% semiamplitude
pulses with period 264.7(1) s ; there was no evidence for power at twice this period. The UBV pulses are
in phase with the UV continuum pulsation. A color temperature of K was found for the pulseZ105
spectrum, with a corresponding area of the white dwarf surface. We reÐne the white dwarf spin[0.5%
period, obtaining s. Optical pulses at 273(1) s were also detected ; we attribute thesePspin\ 529.31^ 0.02to reprocessing in structures Ðxed in the orbital frame. Variations in the C IV line proÐle are apparent
when the data are folded on Faint, broad line wings extending to ^3000 km s~1 appear simulta-Pspin.neously with the continuum pulsation maxima. This implies that accretion was occurring onto both
magnetic poles. Consequent constraints on the accretion geometry and white dwarf mass are derived,
and a minimum white dwarf mass of 0.62 is obtained. A color temperature K is derivedM
_
T [ 30,000
for the unpulsed emission.
We determine a precise orbital period, 0.16537398[17] days, based on an unambiguous 14 yr cycle
count. We describe a simple phase-matching technique used in the period search. The UV continuum
and UBV R photometry show a single-humped orbital modulation ; the I-band light curve shows a
double-humped ““ ellipsoidal ÏÏ shape. The deeper I-band minimum occurs at inferior conjunction of the
mass donor, which suggests that heating of the point dominates over gravity darkening. I-band light-L 1curve modeling suggests Orbital radial velocity variations of semiamplitude 91^ 10 km s~1i [ 50¡.
were found in the C IV emission. Combining with the published value this yieldsK
s
\ 202 ^ 3 km s~1,
q \ 0.45^ 0.05. Assuming a Roche lobeÈÐlling main-sequence mass donor and adopting the empirical
ZAMS mass-radius relation, we obtain andM
s
\ 0.375^ 0.014 M
_
, Mwd\ 0.83^ 0.10 M_,i\ 45¡ ^ 4¡.
Subject headings : stars : individual (YY Draconis) È stars : oscillations È ultraviolet : stars È
white dwarfs
1. INTRODUCTION
YY Draconis is a member of the DQ Herculis
(Intermediate Polar) subclass of cataclysmic variables
The IR spectra of YY Dra imply a spectral(Patterson 1994).
type of dM4 ^ 1 for the mass donor Szkody, &(Mateo,
Garnavich hereafter et al.1991, MSG; Patterson 1992,
hereafter et al. Detailed radial velocityP92 ; Friend 1988).
work was performed by et al. hereafterFriend (1990,
1 Based on observations with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space T elescope
obtained at the Space Telescope Science Institute, which is operated by the
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Incorporated,
under NASA contract NAS5-26555.
2 Also Astronomy Centre, University of Sussex, Falmer, Brighton,
BN1 9QH, U.K.
3 Guest Observer, McDonald Observatory.
4 Also Department of Astronomy and McDonald Observatory, 15.308
RLM, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712-1083.
and found an orbital period ofFMSJ)5 MSG. FMSJ
3.969^ 0.003 hr. Assuming a main-sequence Roche lobeÈ
Ðlling secondary star, both and derived com-MSG FMSJ
ponent masses and inferred an orbital inclination of i D 50¡.
Coherent pulsations due to the white dwarf spin were
found in optical and X-ray studies of this star (P92 ;
& Thomas though the period foundBeuermann 1993),
depended on the epoch of observations and/or on the wave-
length studied. & Thomas found anBeuermann (1993)
X-ray pulsation in ROSAT data with period 529.22^ 0.08
s, while & Szkody hereafter found,Patterson (1993, PS93)
instead, the Ðrst harmonic (P\ 264.6^ 1.4 s) in a di†erent
ROSAT data set. These two observations can be easily
5 This paper and & Thomas refer to YY Dra as DOBeuermann (1993)
Dra. discuss the names assigned to the star and conclude that YY DraP92
is the most appropriate choice, a choice we will use throughout.
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reconciled with a model in which the white dwarf spin
period, is 529.22 ^ 0.08 s, and the accretion geometryPspin,varies so that sometimes we predominantly see power at
and sometimes at the Ðrst harmonic. The 264 s pulsa-Pspintions had a pulse fraction (Fmax[ Fmin)/Fmax \ 0.25 ^ 0.03while the 529 s modulation shown in Figure 6 of(PS93),
& Thomas has a pulse fraction ofBeuermann (1993)
0.6^ 0.1.
The interpretation of the optical pulsations discovered by
is more complicated. Photometry through aP92 CuSO4Ðlter (3200È6000 showed a 265 s modulation, directlyA )
associated with the spin of the white dwarf, while U-band
(3200È4000 data showed instead a coherent modulationA )
at 275 s. noted that the beat period between the two isP92
half the orbital period, which suggests that the 275 s period
arises as a result of reprocessing in structures Ðxed in the
orbital frame of reference.
We present results from a coordinated UV, optical, and
IR campaign to study YY Dra. We used the Hubble Space
T elescope (HST ) to obtain time-resolved UV spectropho-
tometry, with contemporaneous/simultaneous multicolor
photometry and Ha spectroscopy. The goals of our study
were to characterize the various components of the spec-
trum of YY Dra and their dependence on orbital and white
dwarf spin phase ; to probe the kinematics and morphology
of the accretion Ñow close to the white dwarf by obtaining
high-resolution data of the UV resonance lines ; and to
reÐne the determination of the system parameters for YY
Dra.
In we describe the observations we made ; the obser-° 2,
vational results are given in is dedicated to dis-° 3 ; ° 4
cussion and analysis of our observational Ðndings. Our
conclusions are summarized in ° 5.
2. OBSERVATIONS
2.1. Hubble Space T elescope FOS Observations
HST observed YY Draconis for seven consecutive space-
craft orbits on 1994 June 8 and 9 UT; data for an eighth
scheduled orbit were lost due to a guide star reacquisition
failure. Observations were made using the ““ 4.3 ÏÏ FOS aper-
ture and COSTAR, admitting a square region of sky.3A.7
The blue side of the FOS was used in RAPID mode with the
G130H grating, a time resolution of 5.591 s, and a duty
cycle of 87%. contains a log of the observations.Table 1
Periodic interruptions occurred due to Earth occultations ;
the table gives the Julian date of midexposure for the Ðrst
spectrum acquired each HST Subsequent spectraorbit.6
were obtained at 5.591 s intervals. The timing delay intro-
duced by HST Ïs orbital motion is approximately 0.02 s and
is much shorter than either the systematic errors in the
absolute time values or the periods of the(Hayes 1995)
modulations we will study. Hence, we have not corrected
the exposure timings for this e†ect.
The G130H grating provides coverage of the wavelength
region 1147È1605 We used the default values ofA .
NXSTEP\ 4 and OVERSCAN\ 5, which in combination
with the G130H grating gives a dispersion of about 0.25 A
pixel~1. We read out only 1824 pixels for each spectrum,
rather than the full 2064 pixels ; this increased our time-
resolution and duty cycle at the expense of losing the pixels
that monitor the background level in the detector.
2.2. Stiening Multicolor Photometry
We obtained high-speed simultaneous UBV R photo-
metry of YY Dra using the Stiening photometer &(Horne
Stiening and the McDonald Observatory 2.1 m tele-1985)
scope on the nights of 1994 June 9 and 10 UT. A journal of
these observations is shown in The observing con-Table 2.
ditions were not ideal ; however, we obtained a total of 12.5
hr of coverage, 10 hr of which we deemed reliable. We
observed spectrophotometric standard stars at a variety of
air masses to permit calibration. On June 9 we observed YY
Dra for a total of 6.4 hr, but 1.5 hr of these data were useless
owing to clouds. The total duration of our June 10 coverage
is just over 6 hr, about 1 hr of which is unusable due to
clouds. The mean AB magnitudes & Gunn from(Oke 1983)
June 9 are andUStien\ 16.64, BStien\ 16.72, VStien\ 16.45,The corresponding values from June 10 areRStien\ 15.67. andUStien\ 17.06, BStien\ 16.92, VStien\ 16.51, RStien\corresponds to a Johnson B\ 16.8, so15.77.7 BStien\ 16.7YY Dra, though fainter than typical, was within the range
of B magnitudes reported by P92.
2.3. Ha Spectroscopy
We obtained radial velocities of the Ha emission from the
Michigan-Dartmouth-MIT (MDM) Observatory on Kitt
6 Henceforth, we will refer to these as HST visibility windows to avoid
confusion between HST Ïs orbit and YY DraÏs orbit.
7 I-band data were also obtained on these two nights and show a
magnitude di†erence in the same direction ; seeTable 4.
TABLE 1
JOURNAL OF Space FOS OBSERVATIONS FOR OUR SEVEN HST ORBITSHubble T elescope
Orbit Time of First Spectrum Number of Elapsed Time Total Exposure Time
Number (MJD) Spectra (minutes :seconds) (minutes :seconds)
1 . . . . . . . . 49,511.6665410 219 20 :24 17 :49
2 . . . . . . . . 49,511.7024206 609 56 :45 49 :34
3 . . . . . . . . 49,511.7692146 609 56 :45 49 :34
4 . . . . . . . . 49,511.8380109 609 56 :45 49 :34
5 . . . . . . . . 49,511.9093303 609 56 :45 49 :34
6 . . . . . . . . 49,511.9804300 609 56 :45 49 :34
7 . . . . . . . . 49,512.0505688 609 56 :45 49 :34
NOTE.ÈThe second column gives the midexposure time for the Ðrst spectrum obtained each orbit, in
modiÐed Julian Days, MJD\ JD [2,400,000.5, without the heliocentric correction. The third column
gives the total number of spectra obtained ; the FOS RAPID mode used produced equally spaced spectra
for each orbit, with a time resolution of 5.591 s and individual exposure times of 4.883 s. The fourth
column gives the elapsed time, and the Ðfth column gives the sum of the time spent actually accumulating
data.
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TABLE 2
JOURNAL OF OBSERVATIONS FOR THE UBV R HIGH-SPEED PHOTOMETRY OBTAINED
WITH THE MCDONALD 2.1 TELESCOPE AND THE STIENING PHOTOMETERm
Date Tstart Tend Integration Time(1994) (UT) (UT) (s) Comments
June 9 . . . . . . . 3 :15 9 :43 1 Intermittent clouds ;
di†iculty guiding toward end
June 10 . . . . . . 3 :25 9 :27 1 A few cloudy patches
Peak during four widely spaced observing runs, which are
listed in In all instances, comparison lamp spectraTable 3.
were taken frequently to maintain a precise wavelength cali-
bration. Ha velocities were measured using convolution
algorithms that deemphasize structure near the line center,
and times and velocities were corrected to the Sun.
2.4. I-Band Photometry
The Maryland Station of the Center for Backyard Astro-
physics & Patterson provided I-band CCD(Skillman 1993)
time series photometry of YY Dra. Observations were made
over the period 1994 May 28 to June 21 UT: a journal of
observations is shown in Di†erential photometryTable 4.
of YY Dra was extracted from the CCD frames. The com-
parison star was later calibrated using a Landolt standard
and has an I magnitude of 11.35. Since the response func-
tion of the CBA I band does not match the Cousins I band
exactly, the calibration is uncertain by D0.3 mag.
3. RESULTS
3.1. T he UV Spectrum
shows our grand sum spectrum. The continuumFigure 1
Ñux level is ergs cm~2 s~1 roughly aFj B 1 ] 10~14 A ~1,factor of 2 lower than that of the IUE SWP spectrum taken
in 1982 All the emission features in the IUE spectrum(P92).
with wavelengths covered by G130H are present, though
these, too, have Ñuxes lower by a factor of 2 or more. The
superior resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of the HST
spectrum reveals some additional weak features, resolves
blends, and permits more precise wavelength calibration.
clearly shows strong C IV emission, as well asFigure 1
C III 1176 N V 1238.8, 1242.8 and Si IV 1393.8, 1402.8A ; A ;
The prominent emission feature at j1305 is probably aA .
blend of the Si III 1294.5È1303.3 multiplet with theA
geocoronal O I triplet (jj1302.2, 1304.9, 1306.0). The
remaining prominent emission feature, at about 1340 A
may be the O IV triplet : 1338.6, 1343.0, 1343.5 theA ;
observed feature is, however, at slightly shorter wavelengths
than this identiÐcation would predict. C II 1335.3 couldA
form a short-wavelength blend with the O IV triplet, but as
the other component of this C II doublet is absent, this does
not seem a likely explanation. An error in the wavelength
calibration is unlikely to produce the observed anomaly :
wavelength is an almost linear function of diode number,
and the other features are consistent with the pipeline wave-
length calibration.
3.2. UV Continuum Pulsations
As indicated in the region of the spectrumFigure 1,
between 1420 and 1525 is devoid of signiÐcant spectralA
line features. We used this region to investigate the time
variability of the UV continuum, computing the mean Ñux
TABLE 3
JOURNAL OF OBSERVATIONS FOR THE Ha RADIAL VELOCITIES OBTAINED AT MDM
FWHM p
vUT Dates Telescope Spectrograph Exposures (Ó) (km s~1) T0
1982 Apr 24, 29, 30 . . . . . . 1.3 m Mark II 16 6.5 19 5087.2494 ^ 0.0021
1990 Feb 7, 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.3 m Mark III 31 10 50 7930.0091 ^ 0.0050
1994 Apr 30, May 1 . . . . . . 2.4 m Modular 14 3.9 9 9473.6299 ^ 0.0013
1994 Jun 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.3 m Mark III 10 5 26 9509.6780 ^ 0.0040
1996 Apr 1, 4, 6 . . . . . . . . . . 1.3 m Mark III 16 5 27 10177.9547 ^ 0.0025
NOTE.ÈThe value of listed is an epoch (in HJD [2,440,000) at which the radial velocity increased through its mean value,T0as derived from a Ðt to a 0.1654 day sinusoid. The number of exposures is given ; the exposure times were generally D600 s. The
quantity is the 1 p of the velocities about a best-Ðt 0.1654 day sinusoid.p
v
TABLE 4
JOURNAL OF OBSERVATIONS FOR THE I-BAND CCD TIME SERIES PHOTOMETRY OBTAINED
AT THE CENTER FOR BACKYARD ASTROPHYSICS WITH THE 0.32 TELESCOPEm
UT Date (1994) Tstart HJD [2,449,000 Tend HJD [2,449,000 Number of Exposures Mean *I
May 28 . . . . . . . . . 500.62311 500.73771 97 3.96
May 30 . . . . . . . . . 502.58653 502.74071 132 3.86
May 31 . . . . . . . . . 503.58030 503.71467 115 3.93
Jun 3 . . . . . . . . . . . 506.59881 506.66237 59 3.91
Jun 9 . . . . . . . . . . . 512.58609 512.68193 84 3.89
Jun 10 . . . . . . . . . . 513.57568 513.71005 120 3.97
Jun 19 . . . . . . . . . . 522.57755 522.69944 106 4.02
Jun 21 . . . . . . . . . . 524.57638 524.67742 43 4.11
NOTE.ÈAll data were equisampled with a cycle time of 90 s : 87 s of exposure, and 3 s of dead-time during CCD
readout. The last column gives the mean magnitude di†erence between YY Dra and the (brighter) nearby
comparison star. The error in *I is ^0.02 mag.
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FIG. 1.ÈOur grand sum spectrum of YY Draconis. The wavelengths of principal emission lines are marked, though not all are Ðrm identiÐcations. Due to
broadening intrinsic to YY Dra, the C IV doublet is not resolved. In fact, the only cleanly resolved multiplet present is the geocoronal O I triplet. Si IV
jj1393.8/1402.8 is clearly present, as are N V jj1238.81/242.8 and C III 1175.8 Si III emission is blended with geocoronal O I. The identiÐcation of theA A A .
blended features at 1335 is troublesome: the short-wavelength component is uncomfortably longward of the C II doublet, while the long-wavelengthA
component is shortward of the O IV triplet. The region indicated as continuum was used to construct the UV continuum light curves.
in our continuum region for each of the 3873 individual
exposures. This light curve is shown in Figure 2.
shows the continuum light curve for the fourthFigure 3
visibility window. On this scale, it is possible to pick out the
pulsations associated with the spin of the white dwarf by
eye, particularly for 12.345\ HJD [2,449,500.0\ 12.365.
For most of our data, however, the pulsations are obscured
by random variability. We measured the period of the UV
continuum pulsations by Ðtting trial sine waves to the data.
The phase, amplitude, and mean Ñux were optimized, and
we adopted the period which gave the minimum s2. The
error estimates produced by photon-counting statistics are
monotonically increasing with Ñux, which would assign
erroneously high weights to low data points. In our period
analysis, therefore, we replaced the individual error esti-
mates with the mean error for the entire data set, thus
giving each data point equal weight. The best-Ðt period for
the entire data set was 264.709 ^ 0.05 s, with mean Ñux
7.67] 10~15 ergs s~1 cm~2 and semiamplitudeA ~1
1.19] 10~15 ergs s~1 cm~2 i.e., the pulsations haveA ~1 :
a semiamplitude of 15.5%, or a pulse fraction of 0.27.
The epoch of UV continuum maximum is HJD
2,449,512.365932. shows the periodogram and theFigure 4
folded data. The semiamplitude (in percent) of the contin-
uum pulsation is constant between 1350 and 1610 Short-A .
ward of 1350 the semiamplitude increases slightly owingA ,
to a downturn in the unpulsed but not the pulsed spectrum;
this is discussed in °° and4.2 4.3.
The pulsations are remarkably well characterized by a
single-period sinusoid. The periodogram in showsFigure 4a
no signiÐcant modulation at twice the best-Ðt period. In
the data were folded on 529.418 s : there are noFigure 4c,
signiÐcant deviations from a sinusoidal modulation with
period 264.709 s. If the emission is due to two-pole accretion
onto a white dwarf with spin period 529.418 s, then we must
conclude that the accretion geometry produced extremely
symmetric pulses at the epoch of our HST observations.
We repeated the period analysis for each of the seven
HST visibility windows individually, discovering that the
pulsation period exhibits a repeatable sawtooth variation as
a function of orbital phase. This is illustrated in Figure 5 :
the pulsation period is maximum at orbital D0.7,phase8
then declines steadily for almost the entire orbit, until it
rises sharply back to the maximum period. The full ampli-
tude of the variation is 7.4 s, while the typical error bar on
an individual period determination is 1.1 s. The phasing of
the pulsations remained coherent throughout.
3.3. Pulsations in the UV L ines
We searched for periodic Ñux modulations in the C IV
line, summing the Ñux in a region containing the entire C IV
line (along with the underlying continuum). We found only
a barely detectable signal at around 265 s. This signal was
8 Using our long-term orbital ephemeris which is described in(eq. [1]),
° 3.6.
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FIG. 2.ÈThe UV continuum light curve. Regular breaks in the data train are due to Earth occultation of the target ; the Ðrst HST orbit produced fewer
useful data because target acquisition consumed most of the visibility window. For clarity, error bars have been omitted on the actual data, but a typical
photon-counting error bar is shown at the left of the plot.
no more than we would expect from the contribution of the
underlying continuum pulsation, much diluted by unpulsed
line Ñux.
We then searched for line proÐle modulations. Our
spectra were folded on twice the UV continuum pulsation
period, 529.4 s. (Plate 11) shows the trailed spectro-Figure 6
gram. The continuum pulses are evident throughout the
spectrum, except where they are drowned by the wings of
the geocoronal Lya emission. The line proÐle variations are
subtle and except for C IV are totally undetectable in the
raw trailed spectrogram. The C IV line appears to show
modulations in the line proÐle : the line center Ñux is weakly
pulsed in antiphase with the underlying continuum pulsa-
tions, and broad wings in the C IV line emission appear at
the phases of the continuum maxima.
To reveal the Ñux modulations in the lines alone, the
continuum was subtracted from each spectrum in the
trailed spectrogram. This continuum-subtracted trailed
spectrogram is also shown in The pulsed broad-Figure 6.
line wings in the C IV emission remain after the continuum
has been subtracted : they are faint and appear simulta-
neously in the red and blue wings of the line.
After continuum subtraction, the modulations at line
center remain in the C IV line, strengthened by the subtrac-
tion of the antiphased continuum pulsation. There is a hint
of similar modulation in the Si IV emission at 1400 whichA ,
appears at the right-hand side of the third strip from the top
of and in the O IV/C II ( ?) blend at the left-handFigure 6
edge of the same strip. Modulations are also present in the
wings of the Lya emission and in the N V 1240 doublet,A
though these may be due to problems with continuum sub-
traction in this spectral region.
The continuum-subtracted trailed spectrogram was con-
densed into two spectra : one containing data from phases
near continuum pulsation maxima, and the other contain-
ing data around the phases of continuum pulsation minima.
(Plate 12) shows the di†erences between the lineFigure 7
proÐles in these two spectra. The Ðrst panel shows C IV,
where the blue line shows the line proÐle corresponding to
continuum pulsation minimum: this proÐle has more Ñux at
line center and less in the wings than does the continuum
pulsation maximum proÐle, which is plotted in green. The
second two panels show similar di†erences in the two pro-
Ðles for the Si IV and C II/O IV emission : in all cases, the line
center Ñux is higher at continuum pulsation maximum, and
the wings are deÐnitely broader at continuum pulsation
minimum for the Si IV emission.
The broad C IV wings that appear at the phase of the
continuum pulsation maximum extend out about ^15 A
from the line center, corresponding to velocities of ^D3000
km s~1.
Spin-phase variations in the C IV emission line were
further characterized by Ðtting a single Gaussian line proÐle
for the 50 continuum-subtracted spin-phaseÈbinned
spectra. The results are illustrated in There is aFigure 8.
hint of radial velocity variations with semiamplitude D30
km s~1, with two maxima and minima per spin period. The
trailed spectrogram gives a strong impression of a modula-
tion at line center with two maxima per spin period, but the
total line Ñux as indicated by the Gaussian Ðts does not,
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FIG. 3.ÈDetail of the UV light curve from the fourth visibility window: individual data points and photon-counting error bars are shown. Pulsations are
evident, especially for 12.345\ HJD[ 2,449,500.0\ 12.365, though often they are obscured by random variability and noise.
however, show this modulation ; shows instead aFigure 8b
single maximum per spin period. The Ðrst minimum in line
center Ñux is compensated for by excess emission farther
out in the proÐle. By far the most prominent spin period
modulation in the line is the variation of the FWHM.
We tried folding the data on twice 275 s to see if this
revealed modulations in the UV emission line proÐles. Since
hypothesized pulsations of the Balmer emission lines atP92
this period, we checked to see if the UV resonance lines
showed any trace of such a signal. No noticeable patterns
emerged in this trailed spectrogram.
3.4. Pulsations in the Optical Photometry
We analyzed our multicolor photometry for pulsations
by calculating power spectra from the discrete Fourier
transforms of the time series. See The most inter-Table 5.
esting and secure results were found on June 10, probably
because the weather was slightly better. A signal at
264.6^ 0.8 s was found in the U-band time series, with a
full amplitude of 0.046 mag. This is illustrated in the power
spectrum of Very likely detections were also foundFigure 9.
in B and V light, with full amplitudes of 0.020 and 0.016
mag. The light curves folded on the double period (529.2 s)
are shown in The higher maximum in the U andFigure 10.
B light curves occurred at 2,449,513.64028(9). InHJD9
addition, there was a possible detection of a 273 ^ 1 s signal
in the B time series, with If real, thistmax\ 9513.64276(15).
9 Hereafter, we will use truncated HJDs in the text, subtracting
2,440,000.
TABLE 5
SUMMARY OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM ANALYSIS OF THE STIENING UBV R PHOTOMETRY
FOR COHERENT PULSATIONS
UT Date Dominant Period Amplitude Other Period Amplitude
(1994) Color (s) (mag) (s) (mag)




Jun 10 . . . . . . U 264.6^ 0.8 0.046
B 264.6 0.020 (273 ^ 1) (0.014 ^ 0.007)
V 264.6 0.016
R Unseen \0.009
NOTE.ÈParentheses indicate uncertain detections.
FIG. 4a
FIG. 4b
FIG. 4.È(a) The periodogram for the UV continuum light curve. The abscissa shows trial periods between 10 s and 43 minutes, while the ordinate shows
reduced s2 for the best-Ðtting sinusoid at each period. Minimum reduced s2 occurs for a period of 264.709^ 0.05 s, and there is no signiÐcant modulation at
twice this period. At the far right-hand edge of the plot, there are artifacts due to the Ðnite data segments and the orbital modulations. (b) The individual data
points folded on the best-Ðt period. Each data point has been plotted twice, and the best-Ðtting sine wave is shown. Both the pulsation and random scatter are
evident. (c) Rebinned data : the individual points were folded on twice the best-Ðt period and averaged into 50 phase bins. There is a notable absence of any
signiÐcant di†erence between the two cycles of the 264.709 s modulation. The best-Ðtting sinusoid is again indicated and agrees well with the rebinned data.
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FIG. 4c
signal would come into phase with the 265 s signal at
9513.659(9).
The June 9 photometry is of lower quality owing to poor
seeing and intermittent clouds. No credible evidence of
periodic signals was found in the BV R time series. The U
time series did yield a probable signal at 264.1^ 1.0 s, with
a full amplitude of 0.021 ^ 0.004 mag, and another at
FIG. 5.ÈPulsation period for each of the seven HST visibility windows
plotted as a function of orbital phase. The horizontal error bars indicate
the range of orbital phase covered by each data segment, while the vertical
error bars show the formal uncertainty in each period determination. The
numbers indicate to which visibility window each data point corresponds.
The dotted horizontal line gives the best-Ðt period for the entire data set.
There appears to be a repeatable sawtooth variation of pulsation period
with orbital phase : the pulsation period is maximum at orbital phase D0.7,
declines steadily for nine-tenths of an orbital period, and then rises sharply
back.
FIG. 8.ÈSpin phase variations in the C IV line proÐle as characterized
by a single Gaussian Ðt to the line proÐle in each of 50 spin phase bins.
T op : The radial velocity may exhibit a modulation with two maxima per
spin period. The semiamplitude is approximately 30 km s~1. Middle : The
Ñux indicated by the Gaussian Ðt exhibits a single minimum per spin
period. Bottom : Clear variations in the FWHM of the line are apparent.
These are in phase with the broad line wings.
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FIG. 9.ÈPower spectrum for the 10 June 1994 U-band light curve. The
pulsation at 264.6 s is clear. There is no signiÐcant power at a period of
D275 s (0.00364 Hz).
273.6^ 1.0 s, with a full amplitude of 0.026^ 0.004 mag.
The shorter period signal reached maximum at
9512.63556(11), and the longer period signal reached
maximum at 9512.63493(13) ; thus, the two signals came
into phase at 9512.648(7). We note, however, that these
weak signals are only probable, not certain, detections. The
U-band light curve folded on the fundamental double
period (529 s) is shown in indicating how margin-Figure 11,
al this detection is.
Measurements on both nights are consistent with a fairly
simple description. The two timings of the 264 s signal yield
FIG. 11.ÈPulse proÐle for the 1994 June 9 U-band data folded on the
529 s period. Modulation is clearly present, but there is a large amount of
point-to-point scatter.
a period of 264.66(5) s, and the two timings of the longer
period signal yield 274.69(8) s. These are also roughly con-
sistent with the periods measured earlier The two(P92.)
signals were in phase at and 0.97(4) on June 9'orb\ 0.47(4)and at 0.58(5) and 0.08(5) on June 10. The vacuum ultra-
violet pulse maximum occurred 88.03(5) cycles before the
optical pulse maximum, so the 264 s pulse is essentially in
phase from 1500 to 6000 A .
The increase in signal strength (0.021 to 0.046 mag) from
June 9 to June 10 is signiÐcant. This follows a trend com-
monly shown by DQ Her stars : greater pulse fraction when
the star is fainter. In Ñux units the pulse appears slightly
stronger on June 10, but the error bars on the U-band pulse
FIG. 10.ÈPulse proÐles from the 10 June 1994 Stiening photometry : the 529 s modulation appears in all four bandpasses. In the U and B bands, the
amplitudes of the extrema are distinctly asymmetric, in marked contrast to the proÐles from the previous night The pulse fraction [(max[ min)/(Fig. 11.)
max] is 0.08 in the U band, 0.05 in the B band, 0.03 in the V band, and 0.02 in the R band. We attach little signiÐcance to the R-band pulse proÐle, as the
signal at the spin period was no stronger than the noise in the R-band Fourier transform.
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amplitudes mean that the measurements from the two
nights overlap.
3.5. Orbital Modulations in the Photometry
Our 756 I-band data points, which span over 24 days,
were combined and analyzed for variations near orPorbWe found a double-humped orbital variation withPorb/2.period 3.9715 ^ 0.0012 hr. Our I-band orbital light curve is
shown in With a reasonable interpretation of theFigure 12.
reported errors, our orbital period agrees with those of
and The heliocentric Julian dates ofFMSJ, MSG, P92.
phase deÐned as the time of deepest minimum in'orb\ 0.0,the I-band light curve, are given by
Deepest IR minimum\ HJD 2,449,500.6585(20)
] 0.16548(5)E ,
where the digits inside parentheses indicate the uncer-
tainties. We will use this later in the derivation of a long-
term ephemeris.
The full amplitude of the I-band variation is 0.12 mag,
and it has the expected shape for an ellipsoidal curve (Fig.
which suggests that the changing cross-sectional area of12),
the Roche lobeÈÐlling mass donor star dominates the varia-
tion. In contrast, measured a full amplitude of almostMSG
0.4 mag in the near-IR spectroscopy : too big to be plausibly
attributed to an ellipsoidal variation. Their B-band data
also showed a double-humped modulation, so they con-
cluded that the disk was contributing signiÐcantly to the
modulation. We will (optimistically) assume that this was
not the case during our observations.
shows the Stiening photometry from the nightFigure 13
of June 10. The total duration was just over 6 hr, with a gap
of about 1 hr due to clouds. Orbital phase, according'orb,to the ephemeris we derive in the next section, is shown
along the top of Though the light curves showFigure 13.
strong Ñickering in all colors, an underlying single-humped
orbital modulation seems to be present.
FIG. 12.ÈI-band data folded on the orbital period, P\ 3.97 hr. The
abscissa shows the observed magnitude di†erence between YY Dra and the
nearby (I\ 11.35) comparison star. The mean magnitude of YY Dra was
approximately I\ 15.3. The individual points were folded on the best-
Ðtting orbital period and rebinned into 22 phase bins. Phase the'orb\ 0.0,deepest minimum in this orbital light curve, coincides with inferior con-
junction of the mass donor. The curve has the double-humped shape
expected for the ellipsoidal variation. One and one-half orbits have been
plotted in order for continuity ; the Ðrst repeated point has the representa-
tive error bar attached.
FIG. 13.ÈUBV R Stiening photometry from 1994 June 10. The data at
the end of the run were taken at high air mass, so the overall shape of the
light curve is a sensitive function of the value adopted for the extinction
coefficients. Orbital phase, based on our long-term ephemeris, is shown
along the top of the plot. The shapes of all four of the light curves are
suggestive of a single humped orbital modulation, with substantial short-
period Ñickering.
A single-humped orbital modulation is also probably
present in the UV continuum light curve, as shown in
Abrupt jumps apparent in correspondFigure 14. Figure 14
to the beginning and end of the HST visibility windows.
The large dots in the Ðgure show the mean UV continuum
Ñux for each of 19 data segments of roughly 15 minutes
duration. The formal photon-counting error bars for these
points are smaller than the points themselves. It is obvious
that the random variability in the source produces signiÐ-
cant scatter about the mean UV orbital modulation.
3.6. A L ong-T erm Ephemeris
We reÐned the period, deriving a multiyear ephemeris, by
combining our near-IR photometry and occasional Ha
radial velocities with results from the literature.
We began by combining our Ha emission-line velocities
with the broad Ca II IR triplet velocities of andMSG
searching for periods on a grid of trial frequencies from 6.00
to 6.10 cycles per day using a ““ residual-gram ÏÏ algorithm
et al. frequencies outside that range are(Thorstensen 1996) ;
strongly excluded by the results from individual observing
runs. The long spacing of the observing runs produced
many candidate periods. However, we noticed that FMSJ
and had measured precise epochs of inferior conjunc-MSG
tion of the mass donor star separated by *tFM\ 85.1680^ 0.0012 days (combined error, which we will denote pFM).
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FIG. 14.ÈOrbital timescale modulation in the UV: the dots represent the continuum Ñux measurements from the individual 4.8 s FOS exposures plotted
as a function of orbital phase. Abrupt jumps in the data correspond to the beginnings and ends of the seven HST visibility windows. Mean Ñuxes for the 19
data segments, each of about 15 minutes duration, are plotted as larger Ðlled circles. The formal photon-counting error bars for these points are smaller than
the points themselves ; the scatter is due to random variability.
We therefore demanded that the candidate period P satis-
Ðed
*tFM[ 4pFM¹ NP¹ *tFM] 4pFM ,
with the integer cycle count N from 512 to 519. Our infrared
photometry strongly suggests N \ 515, but we included the
extra choices for safety and to gauge the number of acciden-
tal coincidences.
The only plausible ephemeris we found was
Emission-line inferior conjunction
\HJD 2,449,473.6266(20)] 0.16537398(17)E ,
where E is an integer cycle count, and the numbers in par-
entheses are the 1 p uncertainties in the last digits. This
period is the best among those selected by the ““ residual-
gram ÏÏ search ; it gives 515 cycles in the baseline, as our*tFMIR dip ephemeris strongly suggests, and it Ðts the *tFMbaseline within ^1 p. Furthermore, the epoch published by
which was not used in this portion of theWilliams (1983),
analysis, Ðts the ephemeris to within 0.012 cycle.
We also tested the ephemeris with the following pro-
cedure. First, we Ðtted the velocities from individual observ-
ing runs with 0.1654 day sinusoids and derived for each an
epoch of inferior conjunction with associated uncertaintyT
ithese are listed in Combining with the epochsp
i
; Table 3.
given by (adjusted to inferior conjunction)Williams (1983)
and for their broad Ca II IR emission, we now have aMSG
total of seven epochs. Next, we constructed a grid of trial
frequencies 1/P, and at each period P we computed a phase



































where the phase di†erence is adjusted to the interval/
i
[ /6
before summation. If is a small fraction of a[[12, 12] picycle, as it is here, a small change in trial frequency can
make a large di†erence in the coherence of the epochs, so
the method requires a very dense sampling of trial fre-
quencies ; we sampled at *l\ 1/(100*T ), where *T is the
span of the data. The ephemeris above gave by far the
highest index C of any period from in the 6.01È6.09 day~1
frequency range ; diagrams of the phases at the various
alternative choices showed markedly greater scatter than
our preferred ephemeris. We therefore believe the ephemeris
is well established and adopt it for the rest of the paper.
shows our emission-line radial velocities, andFigure 15
those of folded on our adopted ephemeris.MSG,
The physical signiÐcance of our emission-line phasing is
unclear, so we reexpress our ephemeris in terms of the mass
donor star inferior conjunction. We used the mean of the
(consistent) phase-o†sets of the and ephem-MSG FMSJ
erides to do We obtainthis.10
mass donor inferior conjunction
\HJD 2,446,863.4376(5)] 0.16537398(17)E . (1)
3.7. C IV Radial V elocities
The individual FOS/RAPID exposures were too noisy to
permit a radial velocity analysis at the original time
10 Since the baseline of our observations spans the epochs of the MSG
and observations, the uncertainty in phase is una†ected.FMSJ
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FIG. 15.ÈEmission-line radial velocities of YY Dra folded on the
adopted long-term ephemeris. The symbols are as follows. Solid squares :
Ha velocities from 1982 April ; open triangles : Ca II velocities from MSG;
small three-pointed Ðgures : Ha emission velocities from lower resolution
data taken 1990 February ; Ðlled squares : Ha velocities taken 1994 April ;
open squares : Ha velocities taken 1994 June ; X-shaped crosses : Ha veloci-
ties taken 1996 April. All data are plotted twice for continuity. Because of
systematic di†erences among the di†erent data sets, all velocities are
adjusted to a common c-velocity of zero on the basis of sinusoidal Ðts to
the individual data sets ; these adjustments were generally \50 km s~1.
The sine curve shown is Ðtted to all data except the 1990 February low-
resolution data, which can be seen to be D0.15 cycles out of phase with our
ephemeris. Because we believe these data to have low accuracy, we plot
them with the smallest symbols. The curve shown has an amplitude of 87
km s~1.
resolution, so consecutive groups of UV spectra were
summed to form 101 spectra. The radial velocity for the C IV
line was measured for each of these by Ðtting a single
Gaussian to the line proÐle. Since the two components of
the doublet are thoroughly blended, a single Gaussian was
a good approximation to the line, except in the extreme
wings. A modulation of the radial velocity on a timescale of
D4 hr was seen, but the radial velocities for the last visibil-
ity window appeared systematically higher than those from
any of the preceding windows. Since we were using the
““ 4.3 ÏÏ aperture, a considerable radial velocity shift could be
induced by miscentering of the target after guide star reac-
quisition. Hence we performed C IV radial velocity period
analysis twice : once with the entire data set, and once
including only the Ðrst six visibility windows. The best-
Ðtting sine wave for the entire data set was 0.180 ^ 0.005
days, a period not previously reported. Including only the
Ðrst six visibility windows gave a best-Ðt period of
FIG. 16.ÈRadial velocity of the C IV line as a function of orbital phase.
The spectra from the Ðrst six visibility windows were folded on the orbital
period and divided into 100 equally spaced phase bins. Velocities were
derived from single Gaussian Ðts to the line proÐle. The sinusoidal Ðt
shown has semiamplitude 91.5 km s~1, and negative-going zero-crossing
occurs at phase 0.087 on the long-term ephemeris.
0.162^ 0.005 days, in agreement with the orbital period.
We conclude that the C IV emission shows orbital radial
velocity variations and that an o†set occurred in the wave-
length calibration for the last window.
To characterize the amplitude and phasing of this veloc-
ity variation better, the data for the Ðrst six visibility
windows were folded on the orbital period and binned into
100 bins ; the C IV radial velocity was measured for each
phase bin, again employing the Gaussian Ðtting method.
Fitting a sine wave to these radial velocities, we Ðnd a semi-
amplitude of km s~1 and a negative-goingKC IV \ 91 ^ 10zero-crossing at phase 0.087 on our long-term ephemeris
The radial velocity measurements and the sinus-(eq. [1]).
oidal Ðt are shown in The zero point of the radialFigure 16.
velocity scale was Ðxed so that c\ 0.0 km s~1 ; this is the
equivalent of assigning the rest wavelength of the blended
doublet a value of 1550.17 A .
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. W hite Dwarf Spin Period
summarizes the various determinations of theTable 6
white dwarf spin period. The Ðfth entry follows from P92Ïs
TABLE 6




ROSAT All Sky Survey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 529.22^ 0.08 Beuermann & Thomas 1993 ;
Beuermann 1993
ROSAT PSPC/HRI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 529.20^ 2.8 Patterson & Szkody 1993
CuSO4 Ðlter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 529.22^ 0.24 Patterson et al. 1992HST FOS/G130H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 529.42^ 0.10 This paper
U-band and long-term ephemeris . . . . . . 529.37^ 0.11 Patterson et al. 1992 ; this paper
Weighted mean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 529.31^ 0.02 This paper
NOTE.ÈThe Ðrst four entries come from direct measurements of the or pulsations ;Pspin Pspin/2the Ðfth entry results from the 275 s U-band pulsation, attributed to reprocessing, combined with
our reÐned orbital period. The Ðnal entry in the table gives the weighted mean of the Ðrst Ðve
values.
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FIG. 17.ÈUV continuum spectrum at pulsation maximum, pulsation minimum, and the di†erence spectrum. Shortward of 1400 there is a downturn inA ,
the pulse minimum spectrum. A blackbody Ðt to the continuum longward of 1400 (data plotted with a solid line) yields T \ 29,500 K. The pulsedA
component to the continuum is consistent with a hot blackbody : Ðts with T \ 50,000 and T \ 800,000 are shown for comparison.
reprocessing interpretation of their 274.87 ^ 0.06 s period
and our improved orbital period. reprocessingP92Ïs
hypothesis remains consistent with all existing period deter-
minations. The values in all the weightedTable 6 agree ;11
mean of all these period determinations is Pspin\ 529.31s. We note that if the UV continuum pulsations do^ 0.02
include an admixture of a longer period reprocessing com-
ponent as we speculate in then the UV pulsation° 4.4,
period may be longer than and the X-ray periodsPspin/2,give a more accurate measure of Pspin.
4.2. T he Mean Spectrum of Y Y Dra
In we show the UV continuum spectra atFigure 17,
phases around pulsation maximum, around pulsation
minimum, and the di†erence between the two. The pulsa-
tion minimum spectrum peaks at around 1360 and aA ,
blackbody Ðt to this spectrum gives a temperature of about
23,000 K. The turnover in the spectrum could alternatively
be due to broad, shallow Lya absorption. Fitting a black-
body longward of 1400 we obtain a temperature ofA ,
29,500 K; this blackbody Ðt is shown as a dashed line in
A 40,000 K blackbody is also shown. For whiteFigure 17.
dwarf spectra, the equivalent width of Lya decreases pre-
cipitously with increasing white dwarf temperature. If we
tentatively attribute the unpulsed UV continuum to white
dwarf photospheric emission, WesemaelÏs Lya absorption
proÐles et al. in conjunction with our con-(Wesemael 1980)
tinuum Ðts suggest a temperature ThisTwd [ 30,000 K.12statement holds for E(B[V ) ¹ 0.1. Of course, since the UV
emission is strongly pulsed, the white dwarf surface tem-
11 The 1 p error bars of the HST and ROSAT All Sky Survey periods
miss overlapping by 0.2 p, a discrepancy that is within the error on the
error.
12 N.B. : This is the same limiting temperature but the opposite inequal-
ity to that estimated by from the noisier IUE spectrum.P92
perature is nonuniform. A uniform 30,000 K, white0.7 M
_dwarf at 155 pc would radiate about 6 times the(MSG)
total observed UV Ñux.
shows the mean Ñux of YY Dra from our HSTFigure 18
FOS continuum measurement, our Stiening U, B, V , and R
photometry, and the K-band Ñux from TheSzkody (1987).
spectrum plotted gives an upper limit to the contribution
from the two stars (assuming negligible reddening). It is the
sum of a 30,000 K blackbody spectrum and an M4 V spec-
trum; the blackbody was normalized to our UV continuum
measurement, and the M4 V spectrum was normalized so
that the sum produced 100% of our June 10 R-band Ñux.
FIG. 18.ÈMean Ñux of YY Dra on 1994 June 8/9 (bars with open
circles), 1994 June 10 (bars), and from The dotted line givesSzkody (1987).
an indication of the upper limit to the Ñux from the two component stars
(see text).
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The stellar spectrum falls just below the lower limit on the
K-band measurement (K \ 12.2^ 0.15). The residual Ñux
in the Stiening U, B, and V bands (which is an approximate
lower limit on the accretion light) indicates a more energetic
accretion light spectrum when the source is brighter.
4.3. T he Spectrum of the Pulsations
shows the UV pulse spectrum, which mono-Figure 17
tonically rises toward short wavelengths ; 50,000 K and
800,000 K blackbody Ðts are plotted for illustration.
We will model the UV and optical pulse spectrum as a
single component, but reprocessing may be an important
component of the optical pulsation. The UV, U, B, and V
pulse amplitudes we measured on 1994 June 9 and 10 are
shown in Note there is no simultaneous coverageFigure 19.
over the entire optical/UV wavelength range and that the
UBV pulse proÐles changed between June 9 and June 10
(Figs. and The Ðlled points in show ampli-10 11). Figure 19
tudes of modulations that were unambiguously detected in
the power spectra ; open points are pulse proÐle amplitudes
for data streams that did not provide a signiÐcant unbiased
period detection.
We attempted modeling the pulse amplitude spectrum
with a single-temperature blackbody, though there is really
no thoroughly signiÐcant temperature constraint. All four
points are on the Rayleigh-Jeans part of the curve, and the
data are not all simultaneous. A Ðt to just the Ðrm (Ðlled)
June 9 pulse amplitudes gives a best Ðt blackbody tem-
perature of over 107 K; alternatively, a Ðt to only the June
10 UBV pulse amplitudes gives a best-Ðt temperature of
74,000 K. Using all the Ðrm pulse amplitudes gives a best-Ðt
temperature of 1.5 ] 107 K and a formal 1 p lower limit of








is required to Ðt the observed UV pulsation amplitude with
the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of a blackbody spectrum of tem-
FIG. 19.ÈFull amplitude of the spin pulsations : Ðlled symbols indicate
amplitudes of pulsations that were detected in an unbiased period search ;
open symbols indicate amplitudes of pulsations that had to be measured
from pulse proÐles, assuming the period a priori. The pulse spectrum
clearly rises steeply to shorter wavelengths (note the ordinate is notFl, Fj).Two blackbodies of very di†erent temperatures are shown for illustrative
purposesÈall the points are on the Rayleigh-Jeans tail.
perature T . This corresponds to a very small fraction of the
total surface area of the white dwarf :







We emphasize that we attach little signiÐcance to these
precise temperature and area values. & MartellWelsh
report a comparative study of optical pulsations in(1996)
seven DQ Her stars, including an independent analysis of
YY Dra based on the observations we report here.
4.4. Orbital L ight Curves
Our I-band light curve appears ellipsoidal. The deepest
minimum occurs at inferior conjunction of the mass donor
star ; hence, irradiation of the point dominates overL 1gravity darkening. The orbital light curves at longer wave-
lengths are single humped, consistent with smaller contribu-
tions to the total light from the mass donor.
Modeling of the ellipsoidal variation can be used to con-
strain the orbital inclination of the system. deter-MSG
mined an orbital inclination of i \ 42¡ ^ 5¡ from their
spectroscopy, but this result relies on assuming a main-
sequence mass-radius relationship. whose spectro-FMSJ,
scopic data was superior, declined to deduce such a precise
value for the orbital inclination concluding that ““ the main-
sequence assumption should not be adopted for any system
without conÐrmatory evidence ÏÏ and pointing out that the
mass donor in YY Dra is cooler than predicted by the
main-sequence assumption.
We modeled the light curve with software described in
et al. andHaswell (1992), Haswell (1993), Zhang (1986).
Following we set the mass ratio toFMSJ,13 q \ Mwd/Ms \0.52 ; the temperature at the pole of the mass donor was set
to 3600 K, consistent with the spectral type. Since the accre-
tion geometry in this system is complex, we did not attempt
to model the radiation due to the accretion Ñow explicitly.
Instead, we modeled the light from the two stars and simply
added a constant (with orbital phase) component to
account for the Ñux from the disk and accretion columns.
Consequently, the models are not fully self-consistent, but
we take this into account in our interpretation and prefer
this approach to that of introducing many additional ill-
constrained parameters. It is possible that there are orbital
modulations in the I-band Ñux from the accretion Ñow, but
we cannot quantitatively investigate this possibility.
Rather than include irradiation of the mass donor from
the white dwarf, disk, and accretion columns as separate
components, we simply included radiation from a spherical
primary star radiating as a blackbody. We considered
primary star temperatures, of 30,000, 40,000, 50,000,T
p
,
52,500, 55,000, and 60,000 K; orbital inclinations between
31¡ and 73¡ ; and additional contributions to the I-band
light of between 0% and 100% of the mean Ñux from the
mass donor. Note : mass function leads to a neutronFMSJÏs
star rather than a white dwarf primary for inclinations less
than 36¡ ; and for inclinations larger than about 70¡, we
13 As we show in value of q cannot be reproduced using° 4.8, FMSJÏs
their reported measurements. When we rework the derivation of q from
their sin i, we obtain q \ 0.61^ 0.09 ; however, using their andVrot Kswe obtain q \ 0.45^ 0.05. Hence, we keep q \ 0.52 in thisKwd \ KC IV,section as a compromise.
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expect eclipses to occur (none have been reported). In all
cases, the primary star produces negligible direct contribu-
tion to the calculated I-band light curve : its does, however,
produce an important irradiation e†ect on the face of the M
dwarf.
The results are summarized in We obtainedFigure 20.
the best formal Ðt for the models with K: lessT
p
\ 50,000
irradiation failed to reproduce the required asymmetry
between the minima, while for K, the heatingT
p
[ 50,000
e†ect was too much, which leads to a larger-than-observed
asymmetry between minima. We do not identify with theT
pactual temperature of the white dwarf primary ; rather, we
use it as a convenient way to parameterize the total irradiat-
ing Ñux producing a heating e†ect on the mass donor. We
are not alarmed that this temperature is higher than the
limit suggested in since we know there is substantial° 4.2,
high-energy Ñux that cannot be attributed to the white
dwarf itself.
The K models with low inclinations and lowT
p
\ 50,000
veiling factors Ðt best : as the inclination increases, the
asymmetry between minima is reduced, which produces
poorer Ðts. For higher primary star temperatures, higher
inclinations are favored, but in all cases the inclination is
strongly correlated with the veiling factor. If we assume a
high proportion of the total I-band Ñux is due to the mass
donor, the light curve modeling indicates low inclinations ;
as we assume more and more veiling Ñux from the other
FIG. 20.ÈResults of Ðts to the I-band light curve. Each panel shows the
results for a given irradiating Ñux, parameterized as the primary blackbody
temperature, indicated in the lower right hand corners. In each panel,T
p
,
the ““ diluting ÏÏ or ““ veiling ÏÏ Ñux varied from 0% (the line that intersects the
upper edge of each panel at the lowest orbital inclination) to 100% of the
mean Ñux from the mass donor. The best Ðts occur for K, lowT
p
\ 50,000
orbital inclinations, and veiling Ñuxes [20%.
components in the system, higher and higher inclinations
are indicated. The light curve itself is fairly insensitive to the
veiling factor.
We note, however, that even with only half of the I-band
light coming from mass donor, orbital inclinations [50¡
are favored, independent of To attack properly theT
p
.
determination of the inclination from light-curve modeling,
it would be best to have spectrophotometry that would
allow the veiling to be determined (from the equivalent
widths of the spectral lines) simultaneously with the ellip-
soidal variation. determined that the mass donorFMSJ
contributed 70% of the total light at 8075 during theirA
spectroscopic observations. This suggests that the mass
donor star is likely to dominate in the I band, but the
accretion light is variable, so without absolute calibration at
both epochs, we cannot deduce the proportion of light due
to the mass donor in our own observations. had spec-MSG
trophotometry but were unfortunate in observing an IR
continuum variation that was clearly not ellipsoidal. Mean-
while, we conclude that 36¡[ i [ 50¡.
4.5. Orbital Modulation in the Pulsation Period
We saw an apparent modulation in the period of the UV
continuum pulsation This could be due to a varying(Fig. 5).
contribution from reprocessed light. Reprocessed pulsed
light will show the 275 s ““ synodic ÏÏ period rather(P92),
than the 265 s Ðrst harmonic of If this interpretation isPspin.correct, then the reprocessed light makes a maximum con-
tribution to the total pulsed light at around phase 'orbD0.7. Any thickening of the disk rim owing to the stream
impact will be close to inferior conjunction at this phase, so
we might expect reprocessing from the disk rim to be at a
maximum rather than a minimum. Perhaps the accretion
Ñow has a vertically extended structure at an azimuth
approximately 180¡ from the impact of the stream on the
disk edge. Such a structure could arise as a result of disk
overÑow accretion (see, e.g., & Robinson .Hellier 1994)
4.6. Implications of the C IV Variations
The C IV line wings show pulsed emission with velocities
of ^ D3000 km s~1. High-velocity red and blue wings
appear simultaneously. There are three simple geometries
that might permit this, but one of these is unlikely, and
another is incompatible with the sizes of the YY Dra system
and its components.
If the pulsed broad wings arose from material moving in
circular Keplerian orbits (for example, at the inner edge of
the disk where material threads onto the magnetic Ðeld
lines, feeding the accretion columns), this would lead
to a radius Thus,rKepD 2.4 sin 2 i(Mwd/0.73 M_)1.8rwd.Keplerian radial velocities of ^3000 km s~1 are attainable
only for Our light-curve modeling implies that thei Z 40¡.
orbital inclination is not greater than about 50¡, which
means This close to the magnetic white dwarf,rKep [ 1.4rwd.a disk would almost certainly be sub-Keplerian, if not com-
pletely disrupted. Hence, while this hypothesis is possible,
we deem it unlikely.
Alternatively, we could tentatively attribute the broad
wings to rigidly rotating structures, such as the accretion
column loci. In this case, a rotation period of 529 s and a
velocity of D^3000 km s~1 leads to a radius, r \ v/), of





would have to be a factor of 5 greater than the values
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inferred by or (based on a main-sequence sec-FMSJ MSG
ondary star) for the hypothetical rigidly rotating structure
to be within the binary system. Such an increase is, of
course, grossly incompatible with the spectral type of the
mass donor and would require a neutron star primary.
The third possibility, which is a priori most attractive, is
that the broad wings arise from radially infalling material in
the accretion columns. We considered the other two pos-
sibilities because we see simultaneous redshifted and blue-
shifted emission, whereas we might naively expect to see at
any given time only redshifted emission from the pole that is
closer to us (or, in the accretion curtain model, to see only
blueshifted emission from the pole farther from us.)
Assuming free fall, a radial velocity of 3000 km s~1 is
attained at cm,r \ 2.7] 109(Mwd/0.73 M_) cos2 ( o a[ i o )as shown in a is the angle between the magneticFigure 21 ;
axis and the spin axis of the white dwarf : the ““ magnetic
inclination ÏÏ ; and i is the orbital inclination. Thus, so long
as the region within D4 white dwarf radii is optically thin in
the wings of C IV and the geometry is favorable, it is plaus-
ible that these broad wings arise in the columns themselves
and that we simultaneously see both columns.
The line wings likely arise in two radially inÑowing
columns that impact the white dwarf at magnetic poles that
are opposite each other. Maximum radial velocity ampli-
tude is seen when the columns are directed closest to our
line of sight. Thus, the phase of maximum full width of the
line is the phase at which the accretion columns are most
closely aligned with our line of sight. Hence, since maximum
full width occurs simultaneously with the continuum pulsa-
tion maximum the maximum continuum Ñux(Fig. 6),
occurs when the accretion columns are aligned with our line
of sight.
The bulk of the line emission, at low velocities, shows
orbital radial velocity variations roughly consistent with the
orbital motion of the white dwarf, as expected since the
presence of C IV requires substantial ionizing radiation.
The line center Ñux varies in antiphase with the wings.
This is true whether one considers the Ñux before or after
continuum subtraction, so it cannot be entirely due to
FIG. 21.ÈConstraints on the orbital inclination, i, the magnetic inclina-
tion, a, and the white dwarf radius arise as a result of the visibility of
emission from the far accretion column. At its superior conjunction, the far
column is partly hidden from view by the white dwarf itself, and only above





increased absorption when the continuum Ñux is highest.
When the accretion columns are at quadrature, we see
maximum line center Ñux : emission perpendicular to the
columnsÏ axes dominates. The phasing of the UV contin-
uum pulse, however, implies the continuum emission is
beamed preferentially along the direction of the column.
(Conversely, in DQ Her, the phase di†erence between UV
line and continuum pulses is D0.25 et al. so[Silber 1996],
we cannot draw general conclusions.) The optical depth in
the C IV line will be larger than in the nearby continuum;
hence, the line photons are more likely to be scattered and
reradiated isotropically. Thus, line photons can be absorbed
from radiation beamed along the columns and reradiated so
that the maximum line Ñux is received when the columns
are at quadrature, presenting the largest projected cross-
sectional area. Since the dominant motion is radial infall,
we expect the perpendicular emission to have a lower radial
velocity than the emission along the axis. The velocity gra-
dient is largest along the axis, so (assuming the columns
have C IV optical depth the line photons will have aZ1),
longer average mean free path in directions along the axis.
This e†ect would partially cancel the larger cross section
presented when the columns are at quadrature and may
explain why the spin-period Ñux modulation in the YY
DraÏs C IV line is small (see Fig. 8b).
4.7. Comparison with Geometry of Other DQ Her Stars
We have resolved YY DraÏs UV line proÐle variations on
the white dwarf spin period. Many such studies have been
made of DQ Her starsÏ optical lines (see, e.g., &Hellier
Mason Our result for C IV is reminiscent of the1990).
behavior of EX HyaÏs Balmer lines. et al. sawHellier (1987)
line wings greatly enhanced to both red and blue at spin
maximum. This led to the ““ accretion curtain ÏÏ model, which
attributes the velocity to quasi-radial infall onto the mag-
netic poles and suggests that the upper pole points away
from us at the maximum of the spin cycle.
The di†erence between EX Hya and YY Dra is that while
EX Hya shows line broadenings once per spin cycle, YY
Dra broadens twice (in keeping with the two continuum
pulses per cycle, compared to EX HyaÏs one). In EX Hya,
the accretion curtain model suggests that the regions near
the white dwarf are readily visible when the upper pole
points away but are obscured by optically thick accretion
curtains half a cycle later ; thus, a second broadening is
avoided by hiding the high-velocity material. The di†erence
is then explained if the accretion Ñow in YY Dra is optically
thin in the wings of C IV and the high-velocity regions
always visible. The same mechanism can also operate in the
continuum, explaining why YY Dra is double pulsed and
EX Hya single pulsed. Indeed, et al. proposeAllan (1996)
this mechanism for dividing intermediate polars up into two
groups, with short spin period systems having a smaller
vertical optical depth, and thus tending to have double
pulses, and longer spin period systems being optically
thicker, and so having single pulses. If this hypothesis is
correct, then we expect the Balmer emission lines of YY Dra
to show two broadenings per spin cycle.
The pattern seen in EX Hya and YY Dra occurs in other
intermediate polars also, but we do not always see both
poles. For instance, AO Psc shows only the upper pole, and
the proÐles are thus asymmetric, producing a ““ spin wave ÏÏ
with a blueshift at spin phase 1.0 and a redshift at spin
phase 0.5 Cropper, & Mason If the other(Hellier, 1991).
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pole were added, with opposite velocities, the resulting
proÐle would be very similar to YY Dra. AO Psc is also
similar to YY Dra in showing a Ñux reduction in the center
of the emission lines at spin maximum. et al.Hellier (1991),
attributing the phenomenon to low-velocity material that
was likely to be occulted at that phase, proposed that this
emission originated at the boundary of the magnetosphere
and disk, which could be obscured by material rising out of
the plane before falling to the upper pole.
4.8. Constraints on the W hite Dwarf Mass
and Accretion Geometry
There is a simple geometric restriction on the distance
from the white dwarf surface at which the accretion column
on the far side of the white dwarf becomes visible to an
observer on earth. This is illustrated in For infal-Figure 21.
ling material in the far column with radial velocity K to be
visible, rather than being occulted by the white dwarf, we
require
sin ( o a [ i o ) cos2 ( o a [ i o ) º rwd K2
2GMwd
, (4)
where we have assumed that the infall velocity must be less
than or equal to the velocity attained in free fall from
inÐnity. Using the Hamada-Salpeter mass-radius relation
and K \ 3000 kmrwd B 0.63] 109(Mwd/0.73 M_)~0.8cm,s~1, we obtain
Mwdº 0.37[sin ( o a [ i o ) cos2 ( o a [ i o )]~0.56 M_ . (5)
Thus, we have a minimum white dwarf mass for any value
of o a [ i o. The curve in illustrates this inequality :Figure 22
the region of parameter space below the curve is disallowed.
Hence, the C IV line proÐle implies an absolute minimum
white dwarf mass of Mwdº 0.62 M_.
FIG. 22.ÈConstraints on white dwarf mass as a function of the angle
between the magnetic axis and our line of sight. As argued in the text, the
region of parameter space below the curve is disallowed. Our independent
mass determination resulting from orbital kinematics and a Roche lobeÈ
Ðlling main-sequence star is shown (dashed and dotted horizontal lines). The
Chandrasekhar upper limit on the white dwarf mass is the bold, uppermost
horizontal line. The bold vertical line at 54¡ is the constraint that arises
from the Chandrasekhar limit and value of the region to theFMSJÏs K
s
:
right of this line is disallowed for a white dwarf primary. The dashed
vertical line arises from the assumption of a Roche lobeÈÐlling main-
sequence star : in this case, the region to the right of the dashed line is
dissallowed.
We can derive another constraint on the orbital inclina-
tion by using KeplerÏs Third Law and, from FMSJ, K
s
\
202 ^ 3 km s~1 : Com-Mwd sin 3 i \ 0.297 ^ 0.024 M_.bining with therefore, we obtainMwd º 0.62 M_,i ¹ 51¡ ^ 2¡, consistent with our completely independent
conclusions in ° 4.4.
and reported mass determinations for YYMSG FMSJ
Dra using orbital kinematics and explicitly assuming that
the secondary star follows the main-sequence mass-radius
relation and Ðlls its Roche lobe. Though point outMSG
that eclipsing double-lined systems show empirical evidence
for the secondary stars following this relation (Marsh 1988,
& Horne this may not be the case for YY1990 ; Wade 1988),
Dra. derived and assert thatMSG Mwd\ 0.83^ 0.18 M_a slightly evolved secondary would imply a value of MwdB0.6 M
_
.
report but the measuredFMSJ Mwd \ 0.73^ 0.01 M_,quantities they quote do not agree with this result for the
primary mass. They found km s~1 andVrot sin i \ 110 ^ 10km s~1. Following the method they outline inK
s
\ 202 ^ 3
their ° 2.2.5, we Ðnd q \ 0.61^ 0.09, rather than
q \ 0.52^ 0.09 as they Usingreport.14 PattersonÏs (1984)
empirical ZAMS mass-radius relation (his eq. [3]) and
assuming a Roche lobeÈÐlling secondary, we obtain M
s
\





obtained by (The good agreement in^ 0.01 M
_
FMSJ. M
swith only just consistent values of q arises because isM
sonly weakly dependent on q.) This then implies a value of
Mwd\ 0.63^ 0.10.discuss systematic errors in the determination ofMSG
the orbital radial velocity amplitude, of the whiteKwd,dwarf. Their value, was obtainedKbroad\ 87 ^ 13 km s~1,from the broad disk emission lines. The agreement between
and is good : the two values di†er by only 0.3 p.Kbroad KC IVSince we hardly expect the Ca II and C IV emission to probe
the same regions in the system, the fact that both exhibit the
same orbital radial velocity amplitude supports the hypoth-
esis that both methods reveal fairly accurately. TheKwdC IV emission, originating closer to the white dwarf, is,
however, more likely to accurately reÑect in instancesKwdwhen the two quantities di†er.
Choosing the most reliable orbital kinematical values, we
have km s~1 and, fromKwd\ KC IV \ 91 ^ 10 FMSJ,km s~1. HenceK
s
\ 202 ^ 3 q \M
s
/Mwd\ 0.45^ 0.05.Assuming a Roche lobeÈÐlling main-sequence star, we
obtain Mwd\ 0.83^ 0.10 M_, Ms \ 0.375 ^ 0.014 M_,and i \ 45¡ ^ 4¡. This is consistent with the two indepen-
dent constraints on i we have so far obtained. Comparing
to the constraint from the C IVMwd\ 0.83^ 0.10 M_wings, we see that the former cannot be anMwd º 0.62 M_,overestimate by more than 33%. From this we could infer
that the secondary star in YY Dra does not violently depart
from the main-sequence mass-radius relation (see MSG,
° 6.3).
Constraints on the orbital inclination lead to correspond-
ing constraints on o a [ i o. The bold vertical line in Figure
corresponds to the limit iº 36¡, which comes from22 K
s
\
202 ^ 3 km s~1 and the Chandrasekhar limit. The region
of parameter space to the right of the bold vertical line is
14 The extremely small uncertainty in reported by was theMwd FMSJconsequence of an unfortunate typographical error : hasFriend (1988)
instead The origin of the discrepancy betweenMwd \ 0.73 ^ 0.10 M_. Vrotsin i and q is mysterious.
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dissallowed for a white dwarf primary. The dashed vertical
line farther to the left corresponds to i \ 45¡ ^ 4¡, which
arises from our orbital kinematical solution assuming a
Roche lobeÈÐlling main-sequence mass donor. If this
assumption is correct, then o a [ i o¹ 49¡.
If we make no assumptions about the nature of the mass
donor, then ( o a [ i o, must within the region inMwd) Figurebounded by the Chandrasekhar limit at the top, the22
curve at the bottom and left, and o a [ i o¹ 54¡ at the right.
Requiring a Roche lobeÈÐlling main-sequence mass donor
implies that ( o a [ i o, lies within the region boundedMwd)by the ^1 p mass limits at the top and bottom, on the left
by the curve, and on the right by o a [ i o¹ 49¡. We can add
a further weak qualitative constraint by noting (Figs. and4
that the two accretion columns appear remarkably6)
similar to us. This is easiest to understand if a D 90¡ and
o a [ i o is toward the right-hand side of the allowed region.
A similar requirement on the orientation of the magnetic
axis in DQ Her was recently argued by Robinson (1996)
and et al.Zhang (1995).
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a comprehensive study of YY Dra.
Our Ðndings may be summarized as follows :
1. The steady UV spectrum of YY Dra shows continuum
emission with color temperature K, superim-T [ 30,000
posed high-excitation broad emission lines, and a pulsed
component with much higher color temperature.
2. We reÐne the white dwarf spin period : Pspin\ 529.31^ 0.02 s. The UV continuum and optical light curves show
the most power at with the UV pulses from the twoPspin/2,poles appearing remarkably similar to each other. Optical
pulses were also detected at 273 s ; these are attributable to
reprocessing by structures Ðxed in the orbital frame.
3. A pulse fraction of 0.27 was measured in the UV con-
tinuum. The optical pulses are in phase with the UV pulses,
and the pulse spectrum rises strongly from the optical to the
UV, indicating a color temperature K. The pulseZ105
period appears to be modulated on the orbital period. We
suspect a varying reprocessing component is responsible for
this. The optical pulse fraction was lower when the source
was brighter, but there was no signiÐcant pulse amplitude
alteration (in Ñux units) between the two nightsÏ data.
4. The UV line proÐles are modulated at the mostPspin/2,prominent variation being in the line width (the full width
and the FWHM). Maximum line width is observed at the
continuum pulsation maximum, implying that continuum
pulse maximum occurs when the accretion columns are
most closely aligned with our line of sight. The C IV line
wings extend out to ^D3000 km s~1. Attributing this
radial velocity to free fall along the accretion columns, we
obtain and i ¹ 53¡.Mwdº 0.62 M_5. We derived a reÐned orbital period 3.9689755(41) hr.
This allows phasing of observations from year to year.
6. We interpret the I-band light curve as an ellipsoidal
variation with signiÐcant irradiated heating of the point.L 1Light-curve modeling suggests 36¡ ¹ i¹ 50¡. The UV and
UBV R orbital light curves are single humped.
7. A C IV radial velocity variation roughly consistent
with the orbital motion of the white dwarf was detected. We
conclude Kwd\ 91 ^ 10 km s~1.8. We Ðnd q \ 0.45^ 0.05. Assuming a Roche lobeÈ
Ðlling main-sequence secondary star we obtain M
s
\ 0.375
and i\ 45¡ ^ 4¡. The^ 0.014 M
_
, Mwd \ 0.83 ^ 0.10,independent mass constraint implies thatMwd º 0.62 M_the mass donor is not more than slightly evolved.
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FIG. 6.ÈTrailed spectrograms of the data folded on the inferred spin period, 529.4 s. In each of the eight panels, spin phase increases upward, and
wavelength increases to the right. From the bottom, the Ðrst four panels cover jj1221È1322 jj1322È1423 jj1423È1524 and jj1505È1606A ; A ; A ; A ,
respectively. The bar below the data indicates (left to right) how color changes as Ñux increases. Pink and white bands crossing the Ðrst four panels show the
continuum pulsation : since the data were folded on twice the pulsation period, there are two maxima (pink) and two minima (white). The bottom panel
includes the long-wavelength wing of the geocoronal Lya line at the extreme left, N V 1240 and Si III/O I at 1340 The second panel up shows theA , A .
tentatively identiÐed C II/O IV emission at the left-hand side, and the Si IV 1400 on the right. The third panel is pure continuum. The prominent emissionA
line in the fourth panel up is C IV 1550 The C IV line center Ñux is modulated in antiphase with the continuum pulsations, and there is an appearance ofA .
broad wings on both sides of the proÐle at the maxima of the continuum pulsation. In the top half of the Ðgure, the continuum-subtracted trailed spectrogram
is shown; the format is identical to that of the bottom half of the Ðgure. This reveals the pulsations in the lines, though the modulations apparent near Lya
may result from poor continuum subtraction in this part of the spectrum.
HASWELL et al. (see 476, 851)
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